connection
team events

Workplace wellbeing and
resilience building experiences
Mark the year-end or beginning of 2021
with positivity and optimism
Build connection and resilience in our
workshops (COVID19-safe)
95% of participants report gaining
skills to build resilience and wellbeing

Our solutions are informed by the latest
research from renowned scientific fields like
positive psychology and neuroscience

Your team will develop practical skills and
tools to increase resilience, collaboration and
innovation

The academic research is sourced from
world leading universities such as Harvard,
Stanford and Pennsylvania

We deliver highly interactive and immersive
programs to enhance learning and support
long-term, sustainable behaviour change

connection
keynote

connection
session

connection
workshop

10min-1.5 hours

1-1.5 hours

2-3 hours

Energise your team with a
presentation at your virtual or inperson event focused on wellbeing
and connection strategies
Duration is flexible according to
your needs – from a snappy 10min guest-speaker session up to a
deep dive for 1.5 hours
Topics are also tailored to your
needs or theme, or select from a
wide range of popular content, e.g:
From 9 to thrive: Top
resilience-building strategies
Abundant brainpower:
Fostering a growth mindset
A winning strategy: How a
strengths focus amplifies
performance and relationships
Presented to the likes of the
Australian Institute of Sport and
the Department of Premier &
Cabinet QLD

1300 857 425

theorangestoolkit.com.au

Build connection and capability
with interactive sessions online or
in-person
Choose a topic that aligns with
your wellbeing strategy and
organisational needs
Fun and energising activities to
strengthen relationships with
others
Our performance boosting, team
building connection sessions
include:
Pause and pivot: Turning stress
into an on-field advantage
Emotional endurance: Managing
emotions against the odds
Dream team: Staying connected
even when apart
Start strong: How a strengths
focus amplifies performance
Includes playbook and follow-up
resources

Builds connection, resilience and
wellbeing of participants with
scientific insights and practical
tools
Highly interactive and engaging
workshops that are both
enlightening and fun!
Increased self-awareness and
strategies for facing 2021 with a
fresh perspective
Strengthens teamwork and
organisational culture
Choose 1-2 segments to focus
learning outcomes to your
organisation
Includes a comprehensive
workbook, personalised
wellbeing action plan and follow
up resources.
Work with us to arrange catering
and personal touches to
enhance your event

info@theorangestoolkit.com.au
facebook.com/theorangestoolkit
info@theorangestoolkit.com.au
www.youtube.com
linkedin/company/the-oranges-toolkit

